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Remember when the idea of using aromatherapy or essential oils was kinda 
“woo-woo” or fringe? People often clumped aromatherapy in with reading 
tea leaves and divining your future by throwing bones and stones (not 
that there is anything wrong with reading tea leaves or throwing bones). 
Thankfully, those days are behind us and aromatherapy is fully, 100% 
mainstream. 

Using essential oils to help balance your dog’s emotional 
well-being is now available in an easy-to-apply, roll-on 
manner and fast spray bottle. In just minutes your dog 
can be relaxed and less frantic…naturally. 

Since dogs can’t read or Google (yet), there is no such 
thing as a placebo effect for dogs. They didn’t read that 
Lavender is calming and immediately become Zen upon 
sniffing Lavender. Their buddy at the dog park didn’t 
tell them Bergamot lessened stress and then relaxed 
when sniffing it. Your dog didn’t Google the canine best 
seller, Aging 4 Canines is EZ, and learn the benefits of 
Rosemary. Nope, we can trust it works when we SEE the 
results with our own dogs before our eyes.

The best way for your dog to achieve maximum benefits 
is through a combination of breathing in the oils and by 
the oils also being absorbed through the skin. This is 
done by rolling the oils onto your dog and by spritzing 
them in the air and allowing them to sniff as desired.

BEAUTIFULLY BALANCED

Since our dogs have such a powerful sense of smell we 
are careful not to use too intense of a formulation. We 
respect their dog-ness and all it entails.

Our roll-on blends are created in a carrier base of jojoba 
oil, almond oil and grapeseed oil which also allows for 
quick absorption. 

The spray is handcrafted with the same oils in a distilled water and 
emulsifier mix. Of course, we use only enough essential oils to achieve 
results, not assault their sense of smell.

ESSENTIAL  OILS  FOR  YOUR  DOG’S  EMOTIONAL  WELL -BEING
DOG AROMATHERAPY | ESSENTIAL OILS FOR YOUR DOG’S ANXIETIES, FOCUS AND AGING PROCESS
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RELAX! ROLL-ON AROMATHERAPY TAKES THE EDGE 
OFF YOUR DOG’S ANXIETY…NATURALLY

FOCUS HARNESSES YOUR DOG’S ENERGY INTO 
MENTAL ALERTNESS POWER…NATURALLY!

AGE WELL SUPPORTS YOUR SENIOR DOG AS THEY 
GROW OLDER.…NATURALLY!

RELAX, FOCUS and AGE WELL are individually handcrafted 
in the USA from all natural and organic good stuff: The roll-
on bottles have a carrier base of Golden Jojoba Oil, Almond 
Oil, Grapeseed Oil, Aromatherapy/Essential Oils. 

The sprays are the same essential oil blends in distilled 
water with an emulsifier (you know, bdecause of that whole 
oil and water not liking to mix).

Our custom blends use different combinations of the 
following essential oils (Bergamot, Lavender, Cedarwood, 
Cypress, Vetiver, Frankincense, Myrrh, Ylang Ylang, 
Grapefruit, Rosemary and Blood Orange) and Love.

AROMATHERAPY FOR YOUR DOG RELAX | FOCUS | AGE WELL

RELAX | FOCUS | AGE WELL AROMATHERAPY

• .45 oz roll-on bottle
• 2.7 oz / 80 ml aluminum spray bottle
• Complete tips, hints & directions brochure

Most of the emotional balancing our dogs crave stems from three core basic needs – to feel grounded, relaxed and present.
Our custom essential oil blends are formulated to support your dog’s emotional well-being and achieve this balance. First is RELAX, which calms your dogs and 
helps them deal with fears caused by thunderstorms, fireworks, and other anxiety producing events. This allows them to then FOCUS, when needed, and be in-
volved in the activity at hand. And, of course, AGE WELL helps your dog stay present in their final years and takes the edge off ragged aging emotions.
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Relax  Takes  the  edge  off
              your  dog’s  stress . . . naturally
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RELAX DOG AROMATHERAPY

ESSENTIAL OILS FOR FRIGHTENED, STRESSED, ANXIOUS DOGS

RELAX takes the edge off stress, fear and anxiety for your dog…naturally!

Your dog may be the confident King or Queen of the dog park. Nothing 
fazes them, they trot around head up, tail high, the picture of confidence. 
But one big thunder BOOM or that first pop of fireworks on the 4th of July 
and your formerly fearless dog is trying to get in your lap or under the sofa.

Just as we have triggers that cause fear or even panic, like spiders, snakes, 
heights, public speaking, flying or $#%^ red-nosed, evil clowns, dogs 
can also be triggered. Thunderstorms terrify many dogs and 4th of July 
fireworks can be a big stress factor. Separation from loved ones, being left 
home alone, travel, trips to the vet can all be stress triggers for our dogs. 

RELAX Dog Aromatherapy was created to take the edge off your dog’s 
stress without the need for powerful drugs or uncomfortable restraints. 

BEARS? BIGGER DOGS? NO PROBLEM! FIREWORKS? ZOE IS TERRIFIED 

Our Great Pyrenees, Zoe, is one fearless dog. She has actually chased 
bears off our property and was very blasé about it! She knows NO 
FEAR…except for gunshots and fireworks. Needless to say, hunting 
season (big deal in northern Minnesota) and 4th of July are not Zoe’s 
favorite time of the year.

At the first firework POP, I grab the RELAX and meet her as she runs 
to the house. I reassure her that the noise will soon pass and spritz 
RELAX across her body. When she settles a bit I roll some RELAX on 
her belly and inside her ears. 

Within moments she goes from drooling and trembling to a bit calmer 
dog. I can actually feel the tension lessen in her body. She’s still not 
thrilled with fireworks, but she can tolerate it.

RELAX is NOT like a doggie Valium, it will not knock them out. But, RELAX 
will help take the edge off and make a scary time more tolerable for us all.

RELAX DOG AROMATHERAPY USAGE DIRECTIONS

For maximum benefits, apply generously, rolling on in a circular motion, 
inside your dog’s ears, on their groin/belly area or throat. Alternate 
application: roll onto your hands and pet your dog. Reapply frequently, as 
needed for your dog’s relaxation. 

PRODUCT INFO

RELAX is in a .45 ounce plastic roll-on bottle (fits in your pocket & no breakage) 
or in a 2.7 oz aluminum mister bottle. Tucked in a gift bag with complete usage 
tips, hints and directions included.

RELAX reassures your frightened dog using our custom blend of the following 
classic calming oils. Roll-on is in a carrier oil of jojoba oil, grapeseed oil and 
sweet almond oil. Our RELAX Spray uses the same caliming blend of oils in 
distilled water with a natural emulsifier, because of that oil and water not mixing 
stuff.

• CEDAR WOOD grounds and reduces panic
• CYPRESS soothes frazzled emotions
• FRANKINCENSE quiets anxiety
• LAVENDER classic calming
• VETIVER stress relief
• BERGAMOT uplifts and balances
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USING RELAX DOG AROMATHERAPY
We will create a connection for your dog between a feeling of safety and 
security and the smell of the RELAX. The smell of the RELAX Roll-on will be 
a “shortcut” that calms your dog more quickly.

MAKING THE INITIAL CONNECTION

How to create the initial shortcut to calm for your dog

• Find a quiet spot where your dog feels safe and secure
• Set the intention that this is time for you and your dog (phone off)
• Roll some RELAX on your hands and gently pet your dog

• Then roll the RELAX on your dog’s belly or inside ears
• If using the spray, mist it in the air over them and allow it to settle over 

them. Do not spray in their face (dogs don’t like that)
• You can also spray their bedding, crate, the room or inside vehicle
• Continue to sit with them and allow the connection to grow
• If you are comfortable with this, visualize them feeling safe and secure
• These few minutes create a connection between the scent of the 

RELAX and a safe and secure feeling for your dog
• RELAX Roll-On and Spray can be used together to maximize the 

efficacy of the essential oils

THUNDERSTORMS & FIREWORKS

When a stressful event occurs (or 
prior to it) take a deep breath, and 
calm yourself first! THEN roll the 
Relax on your dog, as you did in 
this initial connection. Calmly and 
gently tell them all is good.

Here comes the hard part. Try not 
rush to that energy of “Oh, you 
poor pitiful dog, scared by the 
thunderstorm.” Reassure your dog 
without buying into their panic.

If we reassure them too much, 
they often feel as if they are being 
rewarded for BEING afraid!

To use on yourself,  roll it on your 
wrist and/or neck (pulse points) 
or spritz as desired, to get the 
maximum effect. Your dog anxiety 
treatment can be of immense help 
to you also!
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AGE WELL

age well  supports your 
    senior dog’s  aging  
     process . . . naturally
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An appropriate time to begin using AGE WELL is when you notice your dog 
becoming less of aware of their surroundings. They may zone out a bit or, like 
Joker, forget where they are going or what they were doing. As covered in the 
BE AWARE section, you will just know when your dog is showing signs of aging 
by being a bit more aware of what to look for.

WHAT AGE WELL DOES
AGE WELL helps your senior dog relax and feel calmer, while encouraging 
them to stay focused and in the moment, as it lifts their mood and 
balances the ragged edges. 

THE AROMATHERAPY OILS

• CEDARWOOD grounds and reduces panic
• CYPRESS soothes frazzled emotions
• FRANKINCENSE quiets anxiety
• LAVENDER classic calming
• VETIVER stress relief
• BERGAMOT uplifts and balances
• MYRRH relieves agitation, balances
• YLANG YLANG balances overstretched nerves, uplifts
• GRAPEFRUIT enlivens the mind
• ROSEMARY promotes mental clarity
• BLOOD ORANGE uplifts depression and levels mood swings

For maximum benefits, apply generously, rolling on in a circular motion, 
inside your dog’s ears, or on their groin/belly area or throat. Alternate 
application: roll onto your hands and pet your dog. 

Spritz the spray over their body (don’t spray in face, obvs), their bedding,  
the area they are in, etc.

Use both roll-on and spray to combine the effectiveness. Spritz first, then 
follow up with the roll-on. Reapply as needed throughout the day to 
support your dog during senior moments.

SUPPORTING YOUR SENIOR DOG

USING AGE WELL AROMATHERAPY DURING YOUR DOG’S AGING PROCESS 
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IT HAPPENS TO US ALL

Have you had the bittersweet honor of watching 
a beloved dog grow old? 
It seems as if from one day to the next your bouncing puppy 
became a bit grey in the muzzle and grunts and groans when 
getting up from a nap.

As Bette Davis said, “Growing old ain’t for sissies.” 
 
Many dogs, just like people, begin to show forgetfulness or 
a lack awareness of their surroundings as they age. Hmmm, I 
can remember some Frenchie’s pedigree that was not even my 
dog from 1993, but can’t remember why I walked across the 
room. It happens to us all. 

We may notice our senior dogs are more easily startled or 
frightened. They may seem be disoriented for no discernible 
reason. As we notice more episodes and blips in their behavior, 
we face the reality that our once bold, confident king or queen 
of the dog park is getting old.

Mental decline in an older dog is referred to as canine 
cognitive dysfunction. Over half of our dogs over10 years show 
signs of brain aging, and two-thirds will show signs by 15. 

We had a French Bulldog named Joker who, as he got 
older, would forget where he was going. He would start 
walking across the living room, then stop and just stand 
there. Steve or I would touch him gently on his shoulder 
and call his name. He would shake his head and look 
around and we could feel him coming back into the 
moment. Now I know he was beginning to shift from this 
plane to the next, as if he were peeking into the Other 
Side for a glimpse of what lay in store.

Age Well,  My Friend,  Age Well…
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SUPPORTING YOUR SENIOR DOG

TWO EZPZ TIPS THAT CAN 
DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE THE QUALITY 
OF YOUR SENIOR DOG’S LIFE
Our senior dogs benefit greatly from extra care and nurturing as they get 
older. Slight adjustments to their daily care can make life much more pleasant 
for them and for you. The trick is to notice the early signs of aging earlier so 
adjustments can be made quickly.

It is so easy to be in a comfortable state of denial around our dog’s aging. 
Maybe the longer you treat them like a puppy, or at least an adult dog, the 
longer your dog will be with you. Maybe if you tell yourself they are just a bit 
stiff from that long walk, you can pretend they don’t groan every time they 
stand up. Maybe if you ignore the completely grey muzzle, you can imagine 
10 more years with your dog. I wish it worked like that! 

I was convinced every manufacturer had started using smaller text on 
packaging, all at the same time. Nope, there was no tiny type conspiracy.

Just as we see people behaving in very age-inappropriate ways in a vain 
attempt to stay young, ignoring the signs our dog is now a senior doesn’t 
make it go away. 

These two easy tips will help your dog’s aging will be smoother for everyone.

#1 BE AWARE Watch out for overall changes 
in your dog’s behavior, eating, sleeping, 
exercise level and mood.

#2 ACCOMMODATE your dog’s new needs, 
based on the changes you’ve noticed.
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A few action steps to keep sass in your old dog’s step…

COMFORT FIRST (One of My Motto’s)

Warm and Cozy. Old dogs chill more easily! Try a fluffy blanket on top of their 
bed, maybe a sweater for them and move their bed out of drafts.

Speaking of Beds. Snag a couple of thicker orthopedic (the egg crate ones) and 
keep beds in every room your dog visits. Washable covers, please.

Get a Grip. Older dogs are not as steady on their feet. Put a bath mat under 
their food and water bowl, gives them traction and is easy to keep clean. 
Consider carpeting any steps your dog uses to keep them safe. At some point 
you may have to install a gate to keep them from using the stairs. Kinda like 
great-grandpa giving up the keys to the Caddy.

LOOKING GOOD + FEELING GOOD (Another Motto to Live By)

Looking Good. Nails need to be trimmed more often, as many dogs are weaker 
in the pasterns (wrist area) and nails won’t wear down on their own as easily.  
(Really? I know, it’s not fair). If your dog is professionally groomed consult with 
your groomer on their geriatric needs. If you’re a DIYer, brush more often as your 
more sedentary dog may be more prone to mats.

Feeling Good. Your dog needs at least an annual senior checkup. Take a list of 
questions with you to the vet so you don’t forget anything. Together you and 
your vet can create a game plan for your dog’s senior years. Dental needs should 
also be addressed, check with your vet on this one also. Bad breath, chewing 
only on one side and refusing to eat hard foods are all dental issue alerts.  

Adjust exercise to their current fitness levels, but keep them active! 

Eating Well. Feed a top-quality food and supplement as needed, with vet’s 
approval. Many older dogs like a softer food that is easier on their teeth. If you 
notice your dog leaving kibble in the bowl or losing interest in food, you may 
need to soak it in some warm broth or add a quality soft food. Just like us, yep 
again, your senior dog may gain weight more easily than they did as an active 
adult. Keep your dog at a fit weight. 

Living Large. Keep your senior dog involved in family life as much as possible. 
Your old dog doesn’t need to join you for a five mile hike up the mountain to 
camp under the stars, but they may enjoy going for a drive or a shorter walk 
around the block. An engaged mind will stay sharp longer!

Living Loved. You don’t need me to tell you to love on your older dog every 
chance you get, but I’m going to anyway! Love, cuddle, repeat. Cherish this time 
you have, it will never be enough.

AGE WELL. AGE WELL essential oil blend was created to help our senior 
dogs navigate these last days, week, months and I hope, years. 

SUPPORTING YOUR SENIOR DOG

NINE TIPS FOR ACCOMMODATING YOUR DOG’S AGING PROCESS 
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It’s OK 
 To Go...
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The day will come when you know a decision must be made. You may not 
be faced with this decision. One morning you may find your best friend has 
gently passed away in his sleep. If that happens, he will have died knowing 
he was fully loved. But all too often we face that decision at some point.

HOW DO I KNOW?

While this is a deeply personal decision, here are a few changes to watch 
for in your dog’s behavior that may signal reaching the end.

• continued incontinence
• refusal to eat or drink
• inability to stand on their own
• refusal to interact with their family

The most conclusive signal, for me, is the loss of sparkle in 
their eyes. There is an energy or feeling of, “I’m done.”

Many years ago I had a bear-coat Shar-Pei (they look like a Chow/Shar-
Pei) named Ruby. She was diagnosed with mast cell cancer, which is 
extremely aggressive in the Chinese Shar-Pei due to their unique skin. 

My vet recommended we amputate her leg and I agreed. She quickly 
recovered from the surgery and was hopping around within days. Less 
than a month later the cancer returned. My vet told me to take her 
home and enjoy the time I had left, but I insisted upon aggressive 
radiation treatments. Despite the treatments Ruby was gone in six 
weeks. 

A bit later I developed a roll of film containing my last pictures of Ruby 
(I told you this was a long time ago). When I saw pictures of herright 
before she passed, I knew I had done the treatments for me, not for 
her. Ruby had selflessly and generously taught me a very valuable 
lesson. From that day on I have stopped and asked myself if the 
course of action was truly for my dog or for me. Ruby’s loving lesson 
has served me well since then.

You may wish to involve other family members in this final decision, and 
of course, saying goodbye. A dear friend of mine had one of my French 
Bulldog girls and when it was time to say goodbye, she and her husband 
took their boys out of school to go to the vet together and all be with her 
at the end. 

Your veterinarian should be able to help with the logistics of this last 
visit. When it was time to tell Joker, the Frenchie mentioned earlier, 
goodbye I called the vet to schedule a farm call for him to come to 
the house. I was told it would be later that afternoon before he would 
be able to make it. 

About an hour later, as I was sitting with Joker, telling him what an 
amazing dog he had been, there was a knock at the door. Dr. Bob 
was standing there with a sad smile. He said, “I could not stand the 
thought of you waiting all day for this, I had to come now.” He asked 
if I needed more time and Joker tottered across the room, stood in 
front of Dr. Bob and looked him right in the eyes. We had our answer. 
A quiet country veterinarian generously gave me the gift of kindness 
that day.

SUPPORTING YOUR SENIOR DOG 

LETTING GO

 Joker - CH. Tea-D’s Joker’s Wild Jackpot pictured rocking his tie-dye hoodie.
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SUPPORTING YOUR SENIOR DOG 

USING AGE WELL PRIOR TO TRANSITION
Of course, this next part is a tough one, but the better prepared we are to face the inevitable, the better 
we will be able to handle their passing when it happens. As some wise person or another said, “None of 
us get out of this alive.”

I believe our dogs pick up on our sadness at knowing the end is drawing near for them, which adds to 
their tension and fear. They do not want to leave us and of course, our dogs don’t want to cause us pain. 
If we can begin the say goodbye well before their actual passing, it will help ease the raw pain. 

SAYING THANK YOU
Have the following items on hand; AGE WELL, tissue (you might as well have them ready), a journal or 
notebook, camera or phone (turn ringer off!). From Kathy: I am sharing what has worked for us as we have 
said goodbye to our dogs, use what feels right for you.

Sit with your senior dog and pet him/her for a bit (cellphone off, no tv, just quiet). Allow both you and 
your dog to relax and settle into the moment. 

Roll a bit of AGE WELL onto your palms and allow them to sniff it, if they seem interested. Then gently 
pet your dog, stroking them with your lightly scented hands. Next apply a bit to their groin area or inside 
their ears. Sit with your dog and enjoy being with them. 
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If you feel so moved, roll some AGE WELL onto your own wrists and allow the 
essential oils to help you relax.

This next part is the emotional part.

Tell your dog how much they have meant to you, how you have enjoyed having 
them in your life and how much you love them. 

Assure them that they will be safe, comfortable and loved as they get older. 

Share a few fond memories of some of the fun or meaningful times you have had 
together.

Let them know that when it is time for them to pass to the waiting place/rainbow 
bridge/heaven that they will be able go with love and dignity. (We each have our 
own version of whatever the afterlife is, use your own beliefs, of course). 

Steve and I also tell our dogs we will be with them at some point. We also invite 
them to watch over us until we are reunited.

It’S OK TO GO…
My husband tells our dogs it is ok for them to pass on when they are ready, that 
we will miss them, but we will see them again soon. He says they can pass more 
peacefully that way, knowing we support them. We usually do this at the very 
end.

I also ask my dogs to let me know when they are ready to go. Some dogs do this 
by stopping eating and drinking, others will lie down and not get back up.

Years ago, Steve and I were talking about Joker, the Frenchie I mentioned 
earlier, and how old he was. Joker was one of those dogs that seemed old 
from the age of three on, he was a grumpy little dog, with strong opinions! 
We wondered how would we know when he was ready to go. Joker stood 
up, walked over to me and put his paws up on my knees and stared me in 
the face. A few months later, after he had a few bad days, he did that again 
and I knew it was time to say goodbye.

Personal note: Yes, I know, this is very raw and intense for those of us who have 
senior dogs. It is perfectly acceptable to write your dog a note and not speak 
your feelings aloud. You can sit and just think of the wonderful life you have had 
together. Once again, this is to help YOU and your emotional needs during this 
tough time.

I do believe addressing and then setting the intention of their last time being 
filled with love and respect makes it a commitment to them and for you.

My fervent wish is that you and your senior dog will enjoy his senior years with 
good health and vigor. I also hope this part has given you ideas of ways to 
celebrate your dog’s life and help their passing be smoother, when that time 
comes.

My husband says the greatest gift we can give any living creature, 
human or animal is the knowledge they were loved and mattered.

CH. Jackpot! Money Money Money CGC, ROM

When my dog, Money passed 
I couldn’t bring myself to tell 
him it was ok. I was afraid he 
would know I was lying. 

Money struggled and fought 
against dying at the end and I 
know it was because I begged 
him not to go. 

To this day I feel guilty I did not 
help make his passing easier.
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age well is dedicated to all the dogs 
      who have lef t paw prints on our hearts 
   and to all the dogs who someday will...
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FOCUS

focus  for  canine  concentration
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FOCUS DOG AROMATHERAPY
Is your dog the poster dog for hyper? Going 90 
miles an hour in every direction all at once? Is it a 
struggle to get your dog to slow down, even for a 
minute?

This high energy type of dog can be a blast to 
watch bounce around, but all that energy can be 
frustrating when you just want to go for a nice 
walk, let alone attempt training class or entering 
the show ring!

The dog at the opposite end of the attention 
spectrum can also use some FOCUS. You know the 
type, you call their name and they barely twitch an 
ear, let alone lift their head to acknowledge you 
called them. 

This dog has a deficit of attention (unless it is 
something they want to do). Utter and complete 
disregard for your calling them with maybe a hint 
of passive-aggressive defiance. Yikes, I described 
almost every teenager (and myself when I’m in a 
mood).

For both the wound-tight, energy galore, hyper 
dog and the attention deficit ones we offer 
FOCUS.

Use prior to any class or activity where you want 
your dog to pay attention to you. FOCUS helps 
amp up their concentration and increases their 
attention span.
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USAGE DIRECTIONS

For maximum benefits, apply generously, rolling on in a 
circular motion, inside your dog’s ears, on their groin/belly 
area or throat. Alternate application: roll onto your hands and 
pet your dog. Reapply as needed throughout the event or 
activity requiring their focus to promote concentration.

TIP: Use as needed, but try not to overuse. If FOCUS is 
dedicated for times you are actively doing something with 
your dog, it needs to mean TIME TO FOCUS to them. Don’t 
dilute that message by using it randomly. 

PRODUCT INFO

FOCUS Roll-On is in a .45 ounce roll-on bottle in a carrier of 
organic jojoba oil, grapeseed oil and sweet almond oil.

FOCUS Spray, 2.7 oz / 80 ml aluminum spray bottle, has the 
same essential oil blend in a distilled water and emulsifier 
base. 

Tucked in a gift bag with complete usage tips, hints and direc-
tions included.

• CEDARWOOD grounds and reduces panic
• CYPRESS soothes frazzled emotions
• FRANKINCENSE quiets anxiety
• LAVENDER classic calming
• VETIVER stress relief
• BERGAMOT uplifts and balances
• MYRRH relieves agitation, balances
• YLANG YLANG balances overstretched nerves, uplifts
• GRAPEFRUIT enlivens the mind
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